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ABSTRACT

2. HADES

The main goal of this work is to improve the Hades
simulator environment, which is an open source logic
circuit design tool written in Java, by adding others
tools: (a) Misim, microcontroller simulator; (b) external
hardware (parallel port); (c) Sis, a logical synthesis tool;
(d) and Sashimul, a simulator of on-the-fly
microcontroller embedded systems for synthesis in
FPGA/VLSI.

Hades [9] is a simulator tool developed in Java. The
Hades graphical interface is interactive and includes
animation resources. The component definition in most
of simulation tools is restricted, because the designer
should use a specific internal language to create new
components. On the other hand, Hades is open-source
and by using Java, a popular high level language, a
new component can be developed. A computer science
student can quickly write a component behavior in Java
than learn VHDL at the beginner level. The main
features in Hades are: simulation and design of digital
logic circuits, hierarchical design, VHDL export,
hardware and software codesign, a large and open
source component library, batch processing controlled
by Java source or scripts, an object oriented component
configuration, structural or behavioral description.
Furthermore, Hades have been developed to provide
connectivity with others programs. Figure 2 shows the
Hades simulation environment.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are some CAD tools for design digital circuits,
however the major part of CAD are commercial and
complex tools for a beginner student [1] (Altera [2],
Xilinx [3], Cadence [4]) and others tools are quite
simple like Diglog [5], TKGate [6], Workbench [7],
Digital Works [8], which the capacity to improve is
limited.
The Hades (Hamburg Design System) is an open
source CAD tool and it can be used such as for
introduction or advanced circuit design [9]. The main
goal of work is improve Hades adding new resources
and by attaching others tools. Figure 1 shows our
proposed Hades new environment.

Figure 2: The Hades Graphical Interface
Figure 1: Hades Environment Block Diagram.
This paper is organized as follow: Section 2
introduces Hades which is our main environment.
Section 3 gives an overview of new didactics
components that improve Hades library. Section 3 also
presents the procedure to develop a graphical interface
for a new component. Section 4 focus on Sashimi,
embedded system tool. Section 5 shows the parallel port
component. The logical synthesis features are discussed
on Section 6.

3. NEW COMPONENTS
Hades have a set of pre-defined components and it is
also possible to add new components. We have
developed some samples: an elevator and a traffic light
controller, illustrated in Figure 3. Our main goal is to
show how developed a component with an animated
graphical interface. These examples are typical in
Finite State Machine Teaching. In addition, we have
also created components to provide message exchange
with others tools, like SIS, Misim and Sashimul. In
addition, a special component was developed to

connect to the external environment by using the
parallel port.

5. PARALLEL PORT
We propose to use the parallel port to connect our
simulation environment to the real world. We have
implement a component parallel port (like another
Hades component), to enable the communication
between any component and a external circuit build on a
protoboard, for instance. Thus, an external led or a
display or a complex board can exchange signals with
the simulator.
6. LOGIC SYNTHESIS
Hades does not offer any support to logic synthesis.
Thus, a new component to allow to use Sis inside Hades
environment, has been implemented. Sis is a open
source CAD tool, an standard in logic synthesis [13].
The main features are: state assign and minimization,
two-level or multi-levels optimization, technologic
mapping for standard cell or FPGA, etc.

Figure 3: The new components of Hades: an elevator
and a traffic light controller.
Although Hades support hierarchical designs, the
simulation could be very slow. A component called
Modules Generator has created to solve this problem. A
beginner student can develop new components quickly
and easily. The student should only answer some
questions as: bus size and number, number of inputs etc,
i.e., the student defines only the external interface.
Then, the student have to write a Java function to
describe the component behavior.
4. EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
Although microcontrollers (like PIC16F84) is a
native library component in Hades, even a small
assembler source is very slow to simulate. We
implement a communication between Hades and Misim
to enhance both tools. Misim is an efficient PIC
simulator [10], written in Java. Therefore, Hades was
improve by using an attach code simulator and Misim
was able to use all Hades component library.
To improve even more the embedded system design
in Hades, we have added the Sashimul simulator, which
is a simulator of Sashimi [11], developed in Java.
Sashimi is synthesis tool for on-the-fly microcontroller
embedded system in FPGA/VLSI. Sashimul library is
restricted, can not export VHDL code. But Hades
library is bigger and can export VHDL.
Sashimi can generate an design from a source code
specified in Java [12], and can also compute some
performance statistic like: total area in FPGA , required
RAM space, etc. The Sashimi major feature is ASIP
generation.
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